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Chemical reactions on polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) particles
are responsible for the production of reactive chlorine species
(chlorine ‘activation’) which cause ozone destruction1. Gas-phase
deactivation of these chlorine species can take several weeks in the
Arctic winter stratosphere, so that ozone destruction can be
sustained even in air parcels that encounter PSCs only
intermittently2,3. Chlorine activation during a PSC encounter
proceeds much faster at low temperatures when cloud particle
surface area and heterogeneous reaction rates are higher4.
Although mountain-induced atmospheric gravity waves are
known to cause local reductions in stratospheric temperature of
as much as 10–15 K (refs 5–9), and are often associated with
mesoscale PSCs10–12, their effect on chlorine activation and ozone
depletion has not been considered. Here we describe aircraft
observations of mountain-wave-induced mesoscale PSCs in
which temperatures were 12 K lower than expected synoptically.
Model calculations show that despite their localized nature, these
PSCs can cause almost complete conversion of inactive chlorine
species to ozone-destroying forms in air flowing through the
clouds. Using a global mountain-wave model8, we identify regions
where mountain waves can develop, and show that they can cause
frequent chlorine activation of air in the Arctic stratosphere. Such
mesoscale processes offer a possible explanation for the underprediction of reactive chlorine concentrations and ozone depleNATURE | VOL 391 | 12 FEBRUARY 1998

tion rates calculated by three-dimensional models of the Arctic
stratosphere13–17.
A stratospheric mountain-wave-induced PSC observed by airborne lidar over Scandinavia is shown in Fig. 1a. An ice cloud
(‘mother-of-pearl cloud’) is apparent in the lidar signal as the yellow
and red streaks of high aerosol backscatter ratio at around 22 km
altitude. The presence of this cloud indicates strong localized
cooling due to mountain-wave activity because the ice frost point
at this altitude (T frost < 185:7 K for 5 parts per million by volume,
p.p.m.v., water vapour) is considerably lower than the temperature
of 193 K derived from synoptic analyses from the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The ice cloud is
surrounded by a liquid PSC, which is visible in the lidar signal as a
distinct wave-disturbed aerosol layer between 21 and 24 km
altitude12. This probably formed because of absorption of HNO3
and H2O by the background liquid H2SO4/H2O aerosols18. On the
day of measurement, the research aircraft made several flights across
and parallel to the mountains12. All the measurements are consistent
with a mountain-induced PSC extending over several hundred
kilometres, with dense ice clouds over the highest orography.
Analysis of other nearby clouds and of the general mesoscale
situation12 indicates that the cloud in Fig. 1, including the liquid
PSC, was probably embedded in a broader mesoscale minimum
temperature.
Here we use data from this short flight segment to demonstrate
the potential effect of even such small mesoscale PSCs on stratospheric chemistry. Two features of this flight make it ideal for
studying the effect of such clouds on the chemistry of air parcels
flowing over the mountains. First, the observation was made by
flying directly upwind, which we term quasi-lagrangian. Second, the
wave-cloud can be considered as quasi-stationary during the short
time required for air parcels to traverse the wave, which is
,30 minutes. This was confirmed by repeated measurements of
other mountain-wave clouds on the same day which revealed quasistationarity on a timescale of ,4 hours. Also, simulations using the
mesoscale model MM512 indicate that gravity waves in this region
were persistent for at least 1 hour. Together, the quasi-lagrangian
observation and the stationarity of the cloud allow the particle
streaks to be considered as air-parcel trajectories. One such trajectory is indicated by the white line in Fig. 1a, with a temperature
shown in Fig. 1c. Thus, the trajectory that we use to study air-parcel
microphysics and chemistry was constructed from aerosol layers
apparent in the lidar signal, rather than from predictions of the
MM5 mesoscale model. Although the MM5 model reproduces very
well the general pattern of cooling over the mountains on the day of
measurement12, resolution limitations mean that the small-scale
structure and deep temperature minima apparent in Fig. 1a cannot
easily be resolved.
The air-parcel temperature is critical for the microphysical and
chemical modelling of the cloud. The existence of ice clearly
indicates a departure from synoptic conditions, but the minimum
temperature attained in the wave is even lower than the frost point.
This minimum temperature can be calculated as follows: at the
point of maximum backscatter (point 1 in Fig. 1a) the ice particles
are transiently in equilibrium with the gas phase, which implies that
the temperature must be below the frost point (T , T frost ). How
much point 1 is below the frost point depends on the amount of
water vapour condensed as ice. From our microphysical model
simulation, we calculate the actual temperature at point 1 to be
183:8 6 0:5 K. Temperatures at other locations in the wave can then
be calculated from this reference temperature by assuming dry
adiabatic behaviour. The minimum temperature in the wave occurs
,280 m higher in altitude (point 2 in Fig. 1a) and is therefore
,181 K, some 12 K lower than synoptic. The rather constant offset
of 8–10 K between the synoptic temperature and the temperature in
the wave reflects the fact that the PSC is embedded in a larger
mesoscale minimum, and does not indicate a significant warm bias
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in the general synoptic temperature field12. A small bias of up to 4 K
in the ECMWF analysed temperatures is possible19, but this would
not affect our conclusion that the ice cloud in Fig. 1a was caused by
strong mesoscale cooling.
A microphysical simulation was performed along the constructed
trajectory and the modelled particle sizes were used, together with a
light-scattering algorithm12,20, to calculate the aerosol backscatter
ratio at each position through the cloud (Fig. 1b). The number of ice
particles in the cloud was then adjusted to optimize agreement
between the calculated and observed backscatter ratio for both
polarization channels and both laser wavelengths of 532 and
354 nm. In this case, ice formation appears to have occurred in all
of the liquid aerosols12, resulting in the relatively large ice-particle
surface area shown in Fig. 1d.
We have used a chemical box model to calculate the amount of
chlorine activation that occurs in air parcels traversing the wave
cloud (Fig. 1e). Particle surface areas in the model were taken from
the results of the microphysical simulation, and all important
heterogeneous reactions on liquid and ice particles were included21.
The chemical effect of the ice cloud is clearly apparent, with
ClONO2 and HCl being rapidly converted to reactive chlorine due
mainly to the reaction:
ClONO2 þ HCl → Cl2 þ HNO3
This chlorine activation is substantial, particularly considering that
the ice cloud is only 15 km long and that the air spends less than 7
minutes in it. Appreciable chemical processing occurs even on the
liquid aerosols, showing that ice clouds are not a prerequisite for
rapid heterogeneous chlorine activation in mountain-wave events.
In combination, liquid and solid chemical processing leads to
production of ,1.5 parts per billion by volume, p.p.b.v., of chlorine
in reactive forms (defined here as Clx ¼ ð2 3 Cl2 Þ þ ð2 3 Cl2 O2 Þþ

Figure 1 Lidar measurements of a mountain-wave PSC. These were made on
15 January 1995 between 67.28 N, 17.28 E and 67.58 N, 19.28 E from a Transall
research aircraft. Also shown is the effect of the cloud on particle growth and
chemistry. The time axis refers to an air parcel flowing through the cloud with
a wind speed of 45 m s−1, as determined from MM5 mesoscale model
calculations12. a, Backscatter ratio S at 532-nm laser wavelength. b, Calculated
S (black line) and observed S (red line) along the trajectory indicated by the white
line in a. In terms of the backscatter coefficient, b, the backscatter ratio S is
defined as S ¼ ðbaerosol þ bair Þ=bair . Calculations are shown for prolate ice particles
with an aspect ratio of 0.95. c, Air-parcel temperature in the wave and under
synoptic conditions as from ECMWF analyses ( p indicates pressure). d, Calculated surface area of liquid aerosols (thin line) and ice (thick line). The timedependent radially resolved liquid aerosol model of Meilinger et al.25 was used
with nucleation and growth of solid particles included12. The model was initialized
with liquid particles with 9 p.p.b.v. HNO3, 5 p.p.m.v. total H2O and 0.49 p.p.b.v.

Figure 2 Predicted temperatures reached in mountain waves in the Arctic vortex

H2SO4. All droplets were assumed to freeze as ice 4.1 K below the ice frost point. e,

during December and January 1994–95. Open circles, minimum temperatures

Chemical trajectory model results in the mountain wave (solid lines). Active

lower than the ice frost point (Tfrost); filled circles, minimum temperatures less than

chlorine is defined as Clx ¼ ð2 3 Cl2 Þ þ ð2 3 Cl2 O2 Þ þ ClO and is shown also for

T frost 2 4 K. Calculations were made using synoptic temperatures from ECMWF

synoptic conditions (dotted line). The Mainz photochemical box model26,27 was

analyses with mountain-wave cooling calculated using the model of Bacmeister

used together with the particle size distributions obtained from the microphysical

et al.8 updated daily. The calculations refer to air which was on the 550 K potential-

model. The model was initialized with 1.8 p.p.b.v. HCl, 1.2 p.p.b.v. ClONO2, 0.015

temperature level (,25 mbar pressure) on 1 December 1994, and which sinks

p.p.b.v. HOCl and no Clx.

diabatically to 500 K by 31 January 1995.
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ClOÞ, which is almost half of the total inorganic chlorine in the air
parcel. This compares with essentially no activation under equivalent synoptic conditions. It is likely that our calculations even
underestimate chlorine activation in this case, as they do not include
the additional processing that would occur in the larger-scale
temperature minimum in which this PSC is embedded. Other
PSC observations on this day show mountain-wave-induced
liquid PSCs covering 200 km, and ice clouds as long as 30 km.
Heterogeneous chlorine activation is complete after a single passage
through these clouds. We have also examined the effect of the cloud
in Fig. 1a for late-winter conditions where ClONO2 is the principal
reservoir species, with very little HCl. Chlorine activation then
occurs mainly via the heterogeneous reaction
ClONO2 þ H2 O → HOCl þ HNO3
followed by photolysis of HOCl to yield Cl atoms. Heterogeneous
loss of ClONO2 was found to be comparably fast.
We have assessed the global significance of such events using a
mountain-wave prediction model8. This model uses a global database of topographic features containing estimates of ridge height,
width and orientation. A two-dimensional hydrostatic wave model
driven by 58 3 28 global analyses of wind and temperature at
standard pressure levels is used to calculate the adiabatic cooling
above each ridge element. Maximum calculated vertical air-parcel
displacements over northern Norway on the day of this PSC
observation are between 1,000 and 2,000 m, equivalent to a 10–
20 K change in temperature and comparable to the observed 12 K
cooling derived from Fig. 1 via arguments based on microphysical

Figure 3 The frequency of occurrence of mountain-wave cooling events. Shown
is the frequency with which mountain-wave cooling events greater than a given
magnitude (DT) were encountered by air parcels confined within the Arctic polar
vortex during December and January 1994–95. The results are shown as the
mean time between mountain-wave events of magnitude DT or greater (upper
curve, left axis) and the fraction of there events that lead to temperatures less than
Tfrost and T frost 2 4 K (lower curves, right axis). The simulation was performed
using 190 initially evenly distributed vortex-filling trajectories initialized at 550 K
potential temperature (<25 mbar pressure) on 1 December 1994. Air parcels were
advected using ECMWF analysed winds, sinking diabatically to ,500 K by 31
January 1995. All trajectories remained evenly distributed within the vortex.
Temperature excursions in mountain waves were calculated according to Bacmeister et al.8 and were updated daily. The calculations refer to 16,934 wave
events. The temperature excursion experienced by an air parcel is a function of
the closest distance of approach to a ridge. This function is assumed here to be
DT ¼ DT max exp½ 2 ðx=wÞ2 ÿ downwind of the ridge and DT max exp½ 2 10ðx=wÞ2 ÿ
upwind, where x (in km) is the distance from the ridge line in a cross-ridge
direction, w (in km) is the cross-ridge width and DTmax is the temperature
change at the peak of the disturbance. This influence function represents a
plausible wave-amplitude envelope close to a ridge, with most wave energy
downstream. The temperature change is assumed to be zero to the left and right
of the ridge.
NATURE | VOL 391 | 12 FEBRUARY 1998

processes. We have also examined PSC observations over Scandinavia from January 1997. These revealed ice PSCs consistent
with mesoscale cooling of up to 19 K, with the MM5 model
results suggesting mesoscale temperatures as much as 15 K lower
than synoptic. Comparison between events such as these and the
mountain-wave prediction model suggest reasonable agreement,
though further efforts are needed to assess the model reliability for
smaller waves.
To assess the potential effect of mountain waves for the Arctic
stratosphere as a whole, we have calculated the distribution of
mountain-wave cooling events within the Arctic vortex of each day
of December 1994 and January 1995. We examined events that were
large enough to cause significant chlorine activation—those where
temperatures were forced below Tfrost and below T frost 2 4 K
(assumed to be sufficient for ice formation)—see Fig. 2. Most
such events are concentrated over Norway, East Greenland and the
Urals where low synoptic temperatures coincide with strong mountain-wave activity. Figure 3 shows the frequency with which mountain-wave cooling events of a given magnitude are encountered by
air parcels confined within the polar vortex, as derived from diabatic
synoptic trajectory calculations. Cooling events as large as shown in
Fig. 1 (DT > 12 K) occur once every 30 days in a given air parcel,
and ,75% of such events are calculated to lead to temperatures less
than Tfrost. Overall, temperatures in mountain waves are calculated
to fall below Tfrost approximately once every 17 days in a given air
parcel, and below T frost 2 4 K once every 40 days. For the altitude
level we investigated, half of the vortex air was processed below the
ice frost point by 20 December, while synoptic temperatures never
fell this low.
Further chemical box model calculations (not shown) reveal that
the air leaving the mountain-wave PSC shown in Fig. 1 would have
continued with elevated reactive chlorine concentrations for as long
as 30 days, resulting in as much as 25% ozone loss in the air parcel
even in the absence of further heterogeneous processing. Clearly,
from the calculations shown in Fig. 3, repeated re-activation in
mountain waves is likely within this time and will lead to a
prolonging and intensification of the chlorine activation due to
synoptic-scale PSCs. Several earlier modelling studies2,3 have highlighted the way in which Arctic chlorine activation and ozone
destruction can be sustained by a series of relatively short-lived
synoptic PSC events followed by slow reconversion of reactive
chlorine species to the reservoir gases. However, in these earlier
studies the time available for heterogeneous chlorine activation was
of the order of a day, and thus considerably longer than the few
minutes exposure to PSCs available in the mountain waves considered here. Mesoscale cooling events will be much more important in the Arctic than the Antarctic because complete chlorine
activation in the Arctic due to synoptic-scale PSCs alone is uncommon,
and is usually limited to a short period in mid-winter. During cold
Arctic winters, such as 1994–95 studied here, the greatest effect is
likely to be a prolonging of high active chlorine levels before and
after the coldest periods, whereas during warmer winters the waves
will induce a general increase in active chlorine concentrations
through the whole winter. In both cases gravity waves will lead to
enhanced ozone loss.
Several studies have indicated that chemical processing on
synoptic-scale PSCs may be insufficient to explain observations of
active chlorine and ozone loss in the Arctic, and a number of
explanations have been proposed. Lutman et al.13 have shown that
the geographical extent and peak concentrations of modelled ClO in
the Arctic during 1991–92 were persistently lower than measured by
the satellite-borne Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS). Bell et al.14 also
report a model underprediction of ClO for the winter 1994–95,
while Douglass et al.15 found that the early onset of elevated ClO
levels observed by MLS during December 1991 could be reproduced
in their model only by reducing synoptic temperatures by 2 K
overall.
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Consistent with low modelled reactive chlorine concentrations,
several workers report model underpredictions of ozone depletion
of between 25 and 40% (refs 16, 17), although these discrepancies
may be due partly to incorrectly modelled gas-phase reactions
rather than heterogeneous processing. Edouard et al.22 have suggested that such underprediction by three-dimensional models may
be caused by averaging small-scale structure in species concentration over large grid boxes. This arises because of the nonlinear
dependence of key reaction rates on concentration. This offers a
possible explanation for underpredicted ozone loss in three-dimensional models, but does not explain low modelled ClO and does not
refer to predictions of trajectory models13. Whether uncertainties in
the temperature fields used in models are responsible for model
underpredictions13,15, or whether the mountain-wave activation
mechanism suggested here is inappropriate can only be assessed
by undertaking a multi-year model simulation and comparison
with available data. However, it should be noted that mountain
waves can act as a continuous source of inhomogeneities in
reactive chlorine concentrations on a scale of a few kilometres,
which, according to the findings of Edouard et al.22, will make their
inclusion in three-dimensional models highly problematic.
Other sources of gravity waves should also be examined for their
potential role in chlorine activation; Wu and Waters23,24 have shown
from satellite data that there is evidence for middle-atmosphere
gravity waves that correlate not only with surface topography but
also with upper-tropospheric convection and stratospheric polar
vortices. Gravity waves occurring at the vortex edge should also be
examined for their potential contribution to the general decrease in
ozone which has been observed at middle latitudes over the past
M
decade1.
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Tree-ring chronologies that represent annual changes in the density
of wood formed during the late summer can provide a proxy for local
summertime air temperature1. Here we undertake an examination
of large-regional-scale wood-density/air-temperature relationships
using measurements from hundreds of sites at high latitudes in
the Northern Hemisphere. When averaged over large areas of
northern America and Eurasia, tree-ring density series display a
strong coherence with summer temperature measurements averaged over the same areas, demonstrating the ability of this proxy
to portray mean temperature changes over sub-continents and
even the whole Northern Hemisphere. During the second half of
the twentieth century, the decadal-scale trends in wood density
and summer temperatures have increasingly diverged as wood
density has progressively fallen. The cause of this increasing
insensitivity of wood density to temperature changes is not
known, but if it is not taken into account in dendroclimatic
reconstructions, past temperatures could be overestimated. Moreover, the recent reduction in the response of trees to air-temperature changes would mean that estimates of future atmospheric
CO2 concentrations, based on carbon-cycle models that are uniformly sensitive to high-latitude warming, could be too low.
We have based this analysis on tree-growth data derived from
trees sampled at more than 300 locations spread across the Northern
Hemisphere (Fig. 1). These generally cool and moist sites were all
chosen at relatively high latitudes or high elevations for the
potential sensitivity of year-by-year tree growth to local temperature
variability2. Though many of the sites are not strictly at tree-line,
these data are a good proxy for the growth of the northern part of
the boreal forest, rather than the large areas of closed-canopy, more
drought-sensitive southern coniferous forests. Ring widths and the
densities of the parts of the rings formed in late summer (maximum-latewood ring densities) were measured using multiple tree
cores from each site1. The measurement series were then individually detrended to remove inherent age-related bias, by taking
residuals from a simple function fit to the raw data and the resulting
dimensionless indices averaged to form separate ring-width and
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